Abstract: Fetal magnetocardiograms (fMCGs) have been successfully processed with independent component analysis (ICA) to separate the fetal cardiac signals, but ICA effectiveness can be limited by signal nonstationarities due to fetal movements. We propose an ICA-based method to improve the quality of fetal signals separated from fMCG affected by fetal movements. This technique (SegICA) includes a procedure to detect signal nonstationarities, according to which the fMCG recordings are divided in stationary segments that are then processed with ICA. The first and second statistical moments and the signal polarity reversal were used at different threshold levels to detect signal transients. SegICA effectiveness was assessed in two fMCG datasets (with and without fetal movements) by comparing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the signals extracted with ICA and with SegICA. Results showed that the SNR of fetal signals affected by fetal movements improved with SegICA, whereas the SNR gain was negligible elsewhere. The best measure to detect signal nonstationarities of physiological origin was signal polarity reversal at threshold level 0.9. The first statistical moment also provided good results at threshold level 0.6. SegICA seems a promising method to separate fetal cardiac signals of improved quality from nonstationary fMCG recordings affected by fetal movements.
Introduction
Independent component analysis (ICA) is a blind source separation technique widely used in the processing of mixtures of multivariate signals [1, 9] . ICA assesses the statistical independence of the sources of signals linearly mixed in multiple spatially distributed recordings. In the ICA method, the mixture is modeled as a matrix, which is considered unchangeable during the process. This condition is related to the assumption that the mixed signals are stationary [1, 9] . However, physiological processes often produce mixtures of multivariate signals that are not stationary [5, 8] , and therefore, their proportions in the mixture can change over time, although the mixing matrix can be considered stationary for short time periods [5, 8] .
ICA has been applied to data recorded with fetal magnetocardiography (fMCG) to extract reliable fetal cardiac signals in single [5, 8] and twin [3, 7, 21] pregnancy. fMCG recordings derive from the linear spatial summation of the signals originating from a number of biological and nonbiological sources embedded in the space below the magnetic sensors [3, 5, 7, 8, 12, 15, 17, 18, 21, 27] . These sources include, among others, the fetal heart and brain, the maternal heart, and the ambient magnetic interference. Some of these signals can hide the fetal cardiac signal, whose intensity and basic rhythm vary with gestational age (GA). Methods working in the frequency domain are generally not effective in eliminating the maternal cardiac signal because it has a frequency content very similar to that of the fetal cardiac signal. Furthermore, the intensity of the maternal cardiac signal is generally larger than the fetal cardiac signal by one order of magnitude. Hence, methods based on the analysis of the signal's time course [8, 26, 29] often fail to produce reliable fetal cardiac signals because of the occasional overlapping of the maternal and fetal depolarization waves, which causes sporadic missing beats in the fetal signal. The severity of this phenomenon depends on the GA and, consequently, on the ratio between the maternal and fetal heart rates. Another problematic situation occurs during early gestation, when the fetal cardiac signal has a very low intensity and can be hidden even by environmental magnetic noise.
An important feature of ICA for fMCG data analysis is that, when all the requirements for the correct application of ICA are met, it is robust with respect to the magnitude of the source signals; hence, the greater intensity of the maternal signal and the occasional overlapping of maternal and fetal heartbeats do not affect the performance of ICA. Therefore, the fetal cardiac signals separated with ICA are generally of good quality in both single and multiple pregnancy [3, 5, 7, 8, 21] and can be used for the prenatal assessment of fetal well-being [22, 23, 28] and the identification of fetal heart dysfunctions eventually occurring during the third trimester of gestation [11, 20, 25, 31] .
A problem related to the application of ICA to fMCG recordings can be the assumption that the mixing sources are time invariant, i.e., that the mixed signals are stationary. This assumption can be unsatisfied when fetal movements occur. In fact, fetal movements can lead to a variation of the distance and orientation of the fetal heart with respect to the magnetic sensors, resulting in fetal signals characterized by amplitude modulations and/or rather sudden waveform changes. As a consequence, the performance of ICA and the quality of the separated fetal signals can be reduced.
In this article, we describe an ICA-based method that consists in applying ICA on stationary segments of the fMCG (SegICA). These segments are separated by eliminating portions of the fMCG that are affected by nonstationarities due to fetal movements, which are detected according to three nonstationarity criteria. The separation of the source signals is then performed using ICA on the time-invariant segments of the fMCGs. The efficiency of the proposed method in improving the fetal signal quality is investigated by calculating the signalto-noise ratios (SNRs) of the separated fetal cardiac signals.
Materials and methods

Fetal MCG datasets
In order to evaluate the proposed method, we used two different groups of fMCG datasets: Dataset A included fMCG recordings during which fetal movements occurred, as reported by the mothers and verified using actograms, whereas Dataset B included fMCG recordings for which no fetal movements were reported during acquisition.
Dataset A includes 10 fetuses for a total of 17 fMCG recordings (GA: 21-38 weeks). fMCG was performed with a 37-channel biomagnetometer (Magnes, 4-D Neuroimaging, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) housed within a high-magnetic permeability room at the Department of Medical Physics, University of Wisconsin at Madison (USA). Several acquisitions of 10-min duration were performed for each subject after having obtained written informed consent from the mother. Acquisition bandwidth was 0.1-200 Hz, and the sampling rate was 520 Hz.
Dataset B includes 18 fetuses for a total of 22 fMCG recordings (GA: 22-38 weeks) performed with a 55-channel low-temperature dc-Superconducting QUantum Interference Device (dc-SQUID) system (Argos, ATB SrL, Pescara, Italy) installed inside a shielded room at the University "G. d'Annunzio" of Chieti (Italy). For each participant, fMCG data were recorded for 5 min after having obtained written informed consent from the mother. Acquisition bandwidth was 0.016-250.0 Hz, and the sampling frequency was 1 kHz.
In both cases, the average amplitude of the fMCG signals was ≤ 1 pT. Before extraction of the fMCGs, a digital filter was applied to bandlimit the signals to 1.0-80 Hz (Dataset A) and to 1.0-100 Hz (Dataset B). These band-pass filters have very similar performance and do not compromise the quality of the fetal traces [6, 30] .
All fetuses were healthy and normal for GA, and all fMCG recordings were performed complying with the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki regarding ethical conduct of research involving human subjects.
Segmented ICA procedure (SegICA)
The SegICA procedure consists in a sequence of steps, briefly described as follows:
Step 1. Application of ICA to the filtered fMCG datasets in order to separate the fetal cardiac signals Step 2. Identification of the transients due to fetal movements in the separated fetal cardiac signals Step 3. Segmentation of the filtered fMCG datasets into stationary segments according to the timing of the identified transients Step 4. Application of ICA to each stationary segment of the filtered fMCG datasets
Independent component analysis
As anticipated in the Introduction, ICA is a digital signal processing method for separating statistically independent signals that are combined in mixed datasets [1, 9] . ICA assumes that the independent source signals are linearly and instantaneously mixed in the recordings and that the mixing is stable over time. [16] , CubICA [2] , JADE [4] , Infomax [1] , MRMI-SIG [14] , and TDSEP [32] , which differ in the method used to assess signal independence. FastICA has been previously demonstrated to provide the best results in fetal signal extraction from fMCG recordings [13, 19] ; hence, it was used in this study.
Given the ICA basic assumptions that the signal sources are mutually independent and that, at most, one source has a Gaussian distribution (generally white noise), in one of the latest versions of FastICA, AMI minimization is attained by maximizing the non-Gaussianity of the estimated source signals vector s(t). Non-Gaussianity is measured with the differential entropy J(y), called negentropy [19] , based on the maximum entropy principle [16] . FastICA can adopt a deflation approach, in which the ICs are estimated one by one, or a symmetric approach, in which the ICs are estimated simultaneously. In this study, we used the latter approach.
As already mentioned, a basic assumption for the correct application of ICA is that the source signals be stationary. This condition ensures that the mixing process is time invariant, hence that the mixing matrix is stable over time. When the mixing process varies over time, the resulting mixtures (recordings) are nonstationary. During the acquisition of fMCG data, it may occur that the fetus moves. Fetal translations and rotations generally result in a variable mixing process of the source signals recorded by the magnetic sensors, whose position remains fixed. As a consequence, the mixed signals (i.e., the recorded fMCGs) are not stationary, and we can assume that different mixing matrices exist for different stationary segments of the recordings. In this situation, a plausible approach is to i) identify the transients in the fetal signals, ii) use them to separate stationary segments from the recordings, and iii) estimate the mixing matrix for each stationary segment by applying FastICA.
Detection of nonstationarities in the fMCG
An important restriction in the representation of a stochastic biological process regards the assumption that its statistical properties are time-invariant. A process satisfying this restriction is said to be stationary. Processes that are wide-sense stationary are of particular interest, because it is sufficient to consider only the first two moments of the process, i.e., those that define the Gaussian probability density function [24] .
Stationarity is particularly attractive when we consider that the properties of the stochastic process can be interpreted in spectral terms. This is a valuable aspect because the spectral features represent a more intuitive characterization of the signal than does the correlation function, although the spectral analysis is intimately related to the Gaussian distribution since the power spectrum density is defined as the discrete-time Fourier transform of the correlation function. In signal processing, the validity of the stationarity assumption depends on the signal to be analyzed. The spontaneous activity of biological systems can generally be considered stationary on short time periods, and therefore, power spectrum analysis can be performed. In this case, the mean and the variance, representing important spectral features, are preserved, and the spectrum is considered stationary. However, normal spontaneous activity is reasonably well modeled by stationary processes only for relatively short time intervals. When considering long time intervals or particular occurrences interfering with signal stationarity (such as fetal movements during fMCG acquisitions), it may be necessary to treat the signal as a nonstationary stochastic process, i.e., a process whose mean, correlation function, and higher order moments are time-varying. Although there are other ways to assess signal nonstationarity, such as detrended fluctuation analysis [10] , we assume that fetal movements can determine a change in the mean value and standard deviation of the fetal signal over time. We therefore considered these two statistical quantities as useful measures to detect signal nonstationarities. Since fetal rotations can cause a reversal in the polarity of the fetal signal, we consider this occurrence as a further indicator of nonstationarity in the fMCG.
For each fMCG dataset, the fetal cardiac signal previously separated from the fMCG recordings by means of FastICA is partitioned in N blocks of equal length, each including T samples. Each block corresponds, on average, to a fetal heartbeat. Assuming that the average duration of a fetal heartbeat is 500 ms, T is equal to 250 for Dataset A (whose sampling frequency is 520 Hz) and 500 for Dataset B (whose sampling frequency is 1 kHz). The value of N depends on the total duration of the fMCG recording.
In order to detect nonstationarities (i.e., transients) in the fetal signal, we used three stationarity measures: the mean value μ, the standard deviation σ, and a measure ρ, able to detect a reversal of signal polarity. The mean value μ and standard deviation σ were calculated for each block as follows:
whereas the measure of signal polarity reversal ρ was calculated for each pair of subsequent blocks as the averaged cumulative product of the block pair:
For each stationarity measure defined above, we established a condition to assess whether or not a nonstationarity has occurred within each pair of consecutive blocks in the fetal signal. A transient is identified whenever one of the following conditions occurs: 
where Thres μ , Thres σ , and Thres ρ are the thresholds for the three conditions defined above. Thres μ and Thres σ correspond to a predetermined percentage of the maximum value found, respectively, for (μ n -μ n+1 ) and (σ n -σ n+1 ) in the fetal signal, whereas Thres p corresponds to a predetermined percentage of the minimum value found for (ρ n -ρ n+1 ), which is negative due to the presence of the cumulative product in its calculation. The values chosen for the thresholds are crucial for a correct identification of the transients and, consequently, for an adequate segmentation of the fetal signal. Indeed, we should eliminate all nonlinearities while avoiding oversegmentation in order to ensure a reliable ICA output. The use of high threshold values implies a low probability to find stationarity measures overcoming the thresholds, whereas low threshold values imply a high probability to find a high number of stationarity measures that overcome the thresholds. In other words, the detection of transients is very sensitive for low thresholds, whereas it becomes resistive for high thresholds, which would allow the detection of only large nonstationarity occurrences. It is therefore important to select threshold values that allow to detect the majority of nonlinearities while avoiding an oversegmentation of the fetal signal. In order to identify this condition, we tested five threshold values: 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9.
Segmentation procedure and separation of the fetal cardiac signals
Once the transients in the fetal cardiac signal are identified, the stationary segments are defined as the signal segments included between two subsequent transients. In order to avoid discontinuities in the segmented fetal signal, the blocks before and after each transient were disregarded. In an attempt to avoid the negative effects of oversegmentation, we also disregarded segments shorter than 15 blocks, i.e., shorter than 7.5 s.
The time periods corresponding to the stationary signal segments were then used to segment the filtered fMCG dataset, and the fetal signal was separated by means of FastICA from each stationary segment. Therefore, for each fMCG dataset, we obtained a number of estimated fetal cardiac signals that is equal to the total number of transients -1.
Evaluation of the fetal signal quality improvement
To assess the improvement attained in the fetal signal quality by using the SegICA procedure, we estimated the quality of the fetal signals separated with both conventional ICA (FastICA algorithm) and SegICA procedure. We then compared the performance of the two methods by means of an index of signal quality improvement, as detailed below.
Signal quality was assessed in terms of SNR, calculated as the ratio between the average signal amplitude and the average signal noise. For each segment, the average signal amplitude is calculated as the average peak-to-peak amplitude of the QRS complexes, whereas the average noise amplitude is calculated as the average peak-to-peak amplitude of the baseline fluctuations in the interval preceding the P wave.
In order to verify the quality improvement in the fetal signals separated with SegICA, for each fMCG dataset, we compared the SNR of the fetal signal separated with conventional ICA (SNR ICA ) with the average SNR of the fetal signals separated from the stationary segments identified using the SegICA procedure (SNR SEG ). In order to quickly express the SNR changes obtained with SegICA, we calculated a quantity called SNR GAIN , defined as follows:
An overall improvement in the fetal signal quality due to the SegICA procedure would result in a SNR GAIN greater than one.
In order to test the effectiveness of the stationarity measures (mean value μ, standard deviation σ, and polarity reversal ρ) at the different threshold levels (0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9), for each fMCG dataset, we calculated the SNR SEG obtained using each measure and all measures together, in combination with each threshold value. The SNR SEG values obtained in the different conditions produced different values of SNR GAIN .
Results
After having applied the procedure for the detection of transients to the fMCG recordings of both Datasets A and B, we observed that the number of identified transients decreased with higher threshold values, which are more restrictive (Figure 1 Figure 1 refer to the use of all stationarity measures, the tendency towards the detection of a reduced number of transients with increasing threshold levels was observed for each stationarity measure, as expected. We can observe that, for each threshold level, the total number of transients detected for Dataset A is lower than that found for Dataset B.
As a consequence of the decreasing number of detected transients, the average duration of the stationary fMCG segments increased with higher threshold levels. In general, we observed that, for each threshold level, the use of all stationarity measures led to the identification of the maximum number of transients, hence to the shortest stationary segments. This fact holds a risk for signal oversegmentation, especially at low threshold levels. The same concern regards the use of mean value μ and standard deviation σ at threshold level 0.5, whereas polarity reversal ρ seemed to be a less restrictive measure, able to identify longer stationary signal segments (Table 1) .
When we applied SegICA to the recordings of Dataset A, the quality of the fetal signals generally improved with respect to that of the fetal signals separated with traditional ICA (average SNR GAIN > 1). Conversely, an almost insignificant quality improvement (if any) was observed for the recordings of Dataset B (average SNR GAIN ≅1). The distribution of the SNR GAIN values as a function of the threshold levels is shown in Figure 2 . One can see that, on average, within each dataset (A or B), the signal improvement obtained with SegICA was independent on the threshold level.
On the basis of the above results, we further analyzed the performance of SegICA only for the fMCG recordings of Dataset A, in order to identify the most effective combination of stationarity measure(s) and threshold level. The average SNR GAIN values obtained for the three stationarity measures (separately and together) as a function of the five threshold levels (0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9) are reported in Figure 3 . The use of all stationarity measures outperformed the use of any single stationarity measure at low threshold levels (0.5, 0.6, and 0.7). However, the computational load might be too high as compared to the gain in signal quality. For the threshold levels 0.5 and 0.6, also the use of the mean value μ led to very good results, comparable to those obtained with all stationarity measures. At high threshold levels (0.8 and 0.9), signal polarity reversal ρ outperformed all other measures (single and combined), although the average SNR GAIN values were lower than those obtained with all measures together or with mean value μ at threshold levels 0.5 and 0.6. The standard deviation σ had the worst performance at any threshold level.
As a final step, we checked whether the performance of the SegICA procedure could be affected by the fetal GA. It is known that the amplitude of the fetal cardiac signal increases with GA, and this condition favors the duration (mean±SD, in s) of the stationary fetal signal segments separated using the three stationarity measures for transient detection (mean value μ, standard deviation σ, and polarity reversal ρ, separately and together) and the different threshold levels (0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9). performance of ICA in fMCG applications. Although for both Datasets A and B we did not find any significant correlation between SNR GAIN and GA, however we observed a tendency toward higher SNR GAIN values for early GA. In particular, we obtained SNR GAIN values around 1.3 for fetuses at 22 weeks in Dataset B.
In the following figures, we provide examples of transients found with the three stationarity measures separately and together in a fetal cardiac signal from Dataset A (Figure 4) , as well as an example of an improved fetal cardiac signal from Dataset B after application of the SegICA procedure ( Figure 5 ). In Figure 4 , the blocks affected by the transients are marked with a rectangle; these blocks were rejected before applying SegICA to reconstruct the new fetal cardiac signal, which is plotted in light gray. Although the GA of this fetus was very low (22 weeks), a general improvement of signal quality can be appreciated in the fetal signals separated with SegICA with respect to those separated with traditional ICA. We can observe that the traces separated with SegICA are more stable, that noise is reduced, and that P and T waves are better defined.
The fetal cardiac signal shown in Figure 5 refers to a fetus at 26 weeks GA from Dataset B. In this case, given the higher GA with respect to the previous example, it is easier to appreciate the better definition of the ventricular depolarization and repolarization waves (QRS and T) in the fetal signal separated with SegICA, although some reduction in the peak-to-peak signal amplitude occurred (R wave). Furthermore, no P wave could be identified in the signal separated with ICA, whereas it is visible in the signal separated with SegICA. The fetal cardiac time intervals calculated on the averaged signals separated with ICA and SegICA did not substantially differ, as reported in Table 2 .
Discussion
ICA has been already demonstrated to be an effective method to separate the fetal cardiac signal from fMCG recordings [3, 5, 7, 8, 21] , but its performance can be reduced by the occurrence of signal nonstationarities, such as those due to fetal movements. We proposed and validated a method that permits to identify stationary fMCG segments that are then used to separate fetal cardiac signals of improved signal quality. Our results showed that the effectiveness of the SegICA method depends on a number of factors, namely, the stationarity measure and the threshold level used to identify the transients in the recordings, the occurrence of fetal movements during fMCG acquisitions, and, to a lesser extent, the GA of the fetus.
We first observed that the number of transients detected in the fMCG recordings of Dataset A, for which there was a priori knowledge on the occurrence of fetal movements, was lower than the number of transients detected in the fMCG recordings of Dataset B, for which the mothers did not report of any fetal movements during the acquisitions. Indeed, the recordings of Dataset B showed more stable time courses. Given the definitions of the stationarity measures used to detect the transients in the fetal signals, the absence of fetal movements might have induced a predominant detection of nonstationarities of nonphysiological origin, which have a smaller amplitude but are generally more frequent than the nonstationarities of physiological origin. As a consequence, the application of the SegICA procedure to fMCG recordings not affected by fetal movements could lead to an overestimation of the transients and an oversegmentation of the fetal signal, which should be avoided to preserve good performance of ICA.
Indeed, the SNR GAIN values calculated for the fetal signals separated with SegICA differed for Datasets A and B. We observed a significant improvement in the fetal signal quality (up to 49% of SNR increase) only when SegICA was applied to fMCG recordings affected by fetal movements (Dataset A). Conversely, the quality of the fetal signals showing fairly stable time courses remained almost unchanged (Dataset B); in some of these cases, the application of SegICA could even lead to gains smaller than one, i.e., to a decrease in the SNR. This negative result can most likely be ascribed to a signal oversegmentation due to the detection of too many transients, as previously discussed. Therefore, when no fetal movements occur during fMCG recordings, the SegICA procedure turns out to be less useful, whereas it can bring a substantial benefit in the separation of fetal cardiac signals when fetal movements occur during the acquisitions. Fetal movements can be reported by the mothers or can appear in the fetal cardiac signal after the initial application of ICA [Step 1 of the SegICA procedure, see Segmented Independent Component Analysis procedure (SegICA)].
It is interesting to observe that when we averaged over all stationarity measures, there were no significant differences in the performance of SegICA at the different threshold levels. However, when we analyzed the SNR GAIN values obtained for Dataset A as a function of the stationarity measures, we found some interesting differences. The best results were obtained with the use of all stationarity measures at the lowest threshold level. However, the use of all measures together implies a risk for signal oversegmentation and a higher computational load than the calculation of a single measure (see comments to Table 1 ). Furthermore, the use of the threshold level 0.5 holds a risk for oversegmentation for any measure. Therefore, before applying SegICA, one should pay attention to select the combination of threshold level and stationarity measure that leads to the identification of stationary fMCG segments of sufficient length for a reliable application of ICA. On the basis of the SNR GAIN values obtained for Dataset A, we identified two options that seem to guarantee both SegICA effectiveness and reduced computational load: 1) the use of the stationarity measure mean value μ at the threshold level 0.6 and 2) the use of polarity reversal ρ at higher threshold levels (0.8 and 0.9). Both measures have yielded very good results by eliminating the largest nonstationarities in the signal while preserving sufficiently long stationary segments for reliable ICA processing. In order to select the most suitable stationarity measure, one should consider their different natures: mean value μ is a purely statistical measure (first order statistics of signal blocks), whereas polarity reversal ρ was defined with regard to the events of interest, i.e., the fetal rotations. When fetal movements occur, they can result in either complete rotations of the fetus with respect to the sensors, which cause an inversion of signal polarity, or incomplete fetal rotations, which generally produce altered signal waveforms but not signal polarity reversals. The different definitions of these two measures can also be considered the reason for the lower number of transients generally detected with polarity reversal ρ than with mean value μ.
As a consequence, we believe that the use of polarity reversal ρ should be preferred when there is a priori knowledge on fetal rotations affecting the recorded fetal signals. For this measure, we suggest the use of the threshold level 0.8 instead of 0.9 because some transients of physiological origin could not be detected with the more restrictive level 0.9. On the other hand, when no clear evidence on the occurrence of fetal rotations during fMCG acquisitions is available, it would be preferable to use the mean value μ at the threshold level 0.6, since it is a more general measure of signal nonstationarity.
The absence of a correlation between SNR GAIN and GA implies that the effectiveness of SegICA is not affected by the amplitude of the fetal signal at a statistically significant level. However, the observed tendency toward higher SNR GAIN values for fetuses at lower GA can be due to the circumstance that young fetuses are more likely to move than fetuses near term and also to the fact that SegICA could be more useful in conditions critical for the application of ICA, such as low GA, when the power of the signal of interest is low.
Conclusions
The results obtained in the validation of the proposed SegICA procedure with two different datasets of fMCG recordings allowed us to conclude that SegICA could be beneficial to improve the quality of fetal cardiac signals when the recordings are affected by nonstationarities caused by fetal movements. In this case, the SNR increase with respect to fetal signals separated with ICA with no prior identification of stationary segments ranged from 16% to 49%. This variability depended on the type of stationarity measure used to identify the transients in the recording and on the chosen threshold level. After having analyzed all possible combinations, we concluded that the best option to effectively process fMCG recordings for which there is a priori knowledge on the occurrence of fetal movements is the use of polarity reversal ρ at the threshold level 0.8. This option guarantees a low computational load and avoids the risk of oversegmentation of the signal.
Alternatively, the mean value μ at the threshold level 0.6 would also give very good results in terms of signal quality improvement and low computational load. Being a statistical measure whose definition is independent of the effects of fetal movements, mean value μ is able to detect transients caused by both physiological and environmental interferences. For this reason, it should be preferred when there is no information on nonstationarities due to fetal movements in the fMCG recordings, especially at very early GA, as demonstrated by the SNR GAIN values obtained for the cardiac signals of some very young fetuses of Dataset B (GA = 22 weeks).
The only caution in the use of mean value μ regards the preferred threshold level 0.6, which could lead to signal oversegmentation. Depending on the number of transients found in the signal, a higher threshold level should be chosen, although this might imply a reduction in the overall performance of SegICA. However, oversegmentation might strongly affect the reliability of ICA and should be always avoided. Good practice would be to check the number of transients detected and the consequent average duration of the stationary signal segments, in order to guarantee a sufficient segment length for adequate ICA processing.
In conclusion, the proposed SegICA procedure seems to be useful in improving the SNR of fetal cardiac signals extracted from fMCG recordings affected by fetal movements, but it shows some potential value also in the case of very young fetuses. The efficacy of this method could be further assessed in larger fMCG datasets and in datasets collected in fetuses affected by arrhythmias (which were not included in our databases), and it might deserve additional investigation with other multivariate biomedical signals.
